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ABSTRACT
The selection of an optimal regular-shaped pattern set for very
low bit-rate video coding, focusing on moving regions has been
the objective of much recent research in order to try and improve
bit-rate eficieciency. Selecting the optimal pattern set however, is
an NP hard problem. This paper presents a Generic Variable
Pattern Selection (GYPS) algorithm. which introduces a pattern
selection parameter that is able to control the performance in
terms of computational complexity as well as bit-rate andpicture
quality. While using a sub-optimal variable pattern set, GYPS
oblains a coding perJormance comparable to near-optimal
algorithms, such as the k-change neighbourhood solution, while
being much less computationally intensive, so that it is able to
process all types of video sequences in real-time, with minimal
pre-processing overheads

I. INTRODUCTION
Reducing the transmission bit-rate while concomitantly retaining
image quality is the most daunting challenge to overcome in the
area of very low bit-rate video coding, e.g., H.26X standards 151[8]. The MPEC-4 [4] video standard introduced the concept of
content-based coding, by dividing video frames into separate
segments comprising a background and one or more moving
objects. This idea has been exploited in several low bit-rate
macroblock-based video coding algorithms [1][14] using a
simplified segmentation process which avoids handling arbitray
shaped ob.jects. and therefore can employ popular macroblockbased motion estimation techniques. Such algorithms focus on
moving regions through'the use of regular pattern templates,
from a pattern codebook (Figure I), of non-overlapping
rectangular blocks of 16x 16 pixels, called macroblocb (MB).
The algorithm proposed by Wong et al [14], used eight
fixed patterns (Fired 8), with macrobloch classified according to
the following three mutually exclusive classes: I ) Static MB
(SMB): Blocks containing little or no motion; 2) Active MB
(AMB): Blocks that contain moving object(s) with little static
background; and 3) Active-Region ME (RMB): Blocks that
contain both static background and some part(s) of moving
object(s). In [I], a pattern codebook of four 128-pixel patterns
was used. Further improvements were obtained in the Fired 8
algorithm by using a pattem codebook of eight @-pixel patterns
(P,-P, in Figure I). In [IO], Paul et al. presented a Variable
Panern Selection (VPS) algorithm to select the A best-matched
patterns from a codebook of patterns PI-P24 in Figure I using a
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"greedy" algorithm, where A B (4A16.24). The VPS algorithm
selected a preset number of the best-matched patterns, from a 24pattern codebook, by eliminating the least frequent pattern per
iteration. This strategy was computationally expensive as 24-L
iterations were required in order to select A best-matched
patterns. To achieve greater efficiency, an Extended I'PS (EVPS)
[I I] algorithm was developed to improve the pattern elimination
process. In EVPS. the best-match pattern selection process still
exploited the matching frequency of each pattern, however,
unlike VPS, the EVPS algorithm allowed more than one panem
per iteration to be eliminated. The assumption being that A bestmatched patterns always lie in the first p (2 A) most frequent
patterns so their cumulative frequency is greater than or equal
1075%. Empirically, it was proven that only r16/21+1
iterations were required to select the A best-matched patterns,
where A B (4, 8, 16, 24). Recently [12], a new parametric
approach for MB classification was proposed, which
outperformed the previous definition used in the Fired 8
algorithm for 6= 96, where 6 is the number of moving pixels in
an RMB.
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Figure I : The pattem codebook of 32 regular shaped, 64-pixel
patterns, defined in 16x16 blocks, where the shaded region
represents I (motion) and white region represents 0 (no motion).

It has been proven experimentally that the Fired 8, VPS,
and EVPS algorithms do not provide the optimal pattern set for
a11 types of video sequence. To find the optimal pattem set (in
terms of the minimum bit-rate and the maximum image quality)
from a large number of patterns codebook for a particular video
sequence is a non-deterministic polynomial time (NP) hard
problem 1151. Sub-optimal pattern sets may be generated;
however these can only be used for stored and not real time video
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transmission because of the high computational complexity
involved.
This paper presents a new Generic Variable Pattern
Selection (GVPS) algorithm, which incorporates both the VPS
and EVPS algorithms with new MB parametric definition [12].
Its performance is compared with the H.263 standard, Fixed 8
algorithm and 3-change neighborhood (known as 3-Opt).
Experimental results will confirm that the GVPS algorithm
outperforms both the H.263 standard and Fired 8 pattern
algorithm and provides comparable results with the 3-Opt
algorithm, while crucially achieving a real-time capability.
The paper is organized as follows. The video coding
strategy using variable patterns tu represent moving regions is
described in Section 2. Section 3 presents the new algorithm fur
obtaining the near-optimal pattern set, while simulation results
are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. LOW BIT-RATE VIDEO CODING USING VARIABLE
PATTERNS
The main motivation [10][11] fur using a variable pattern
selection algorithm is tu attempt to derive the 1 best-matched
patterns from a large pattern codebook. The EVPS algorithm
achieved an improved pattern elimination strategy compared with
the original VPS algorithm, by using a threshold of 75%. This
paper proposes a Generic Variable Pattern Selection (GVPS)
algorithm by using an arbitrary pattern selection parameter y to
obtain near-optimal performance.

whose moving region is represented by the first
pattem P,in the codebook where, D,,, = min(Dk,,,).

ELSE the block is classified as an AMB.

3)

2.2 Encoding and Decoding
Since each SMB and the static regions of RMBs are considered
as having no motion, they can be omitted from both coding and
transmission as they can he obtained from the reference frame.
Fur each AMB, as well as the moving region of each RMB,
motion vectors and residual errors are calculated using
conventional block-based methods, with the obvious difference
in having the shape of the blocks for the moving regions of
RMBs as that ofthe best-match pattern, rather than being square.
Tu process the RMB, a motion vector is calculated from
only the 64 moving pixels of the best-match pattern. Tu avoid
multiple 8 x 8 blocks of DCT calculations for 64 residual error
values per RMB, these 64 values are rearranged into an 8x8
block. A similar inverse rearrangement is performed during the
decoding. ‘The aim is to design an encoder for low motion video
sequences, and since these types video sequence have more SMB
than any other type. fur efficient variable length encoding is
used: ‘O’forSMB, ‘IO’forAMBand ‘Il’forRMB.
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Let C k ( x ,y ) and R k ( x , y ) , denote the k’ macroblock of the
current and reference frames respectively, where the frame
W pixels x H lines. The moving region
dimension is

M k (x, y ) in the kth macroblock of the current frame is obtained
as follows:

r(l

Mk(X,Y) =
Ck(X.Y)* B - R k ( X , Y ) * B 1)
where B, which has size 3 x 3 is the structuring element of a
molphological closing operation
[2][9], /YI is the absolute
value of Y, r(v) = 1 if Y > 2 or 0 otherwise, 0 < x, y 5 I 5 . and

04 k < W / 1 6 x H / l 6 .
Let the likelihood of the kth macroblock with pattern
calculated as

where

t’,) he

I 5 n 5 32.

The klh macroblock is then classified as follows, fur all k:
1)

I F C M k < 8 THEN the

kth macroblock is classified as

an SMB
2)

ELSEIFCMk

<S,whereSE
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Figure 2: Pattern selection parameter y. and its corresponding
iterations for different standard video sequences in GVPS(16,90)
where 6=128.
2.3

GVPS Algorithm

The GVPS algorithm is the generalised form of the variable
pattern selection algorithm described in [lO][l I], and
incorporates a pattern selection parameter which controls the
computational complexity as well as bit-rate and picture quality
(PSNR). Fur example, when y = loo%, GVPS is the same as the
VPS algorithm, while when y = 75% GVPS becomes the EVPS
algorithm. Figure 2 plots the effect of adjusting y on the
computational complexity and it is clear that selling the pattern
selection parameter y = 90%, then fewer than 5 iterations are
required fur standard video sequences. This means that GVPS
can he processed in real time, with the only requirement being
fur some preliminaly pre-processing tu select the hest pattern set.
Our experiments also revealed that using GVPS with y = 90%
provided exactly the same 1 best patterns as VPS, with a
computational cost comparable with that of EVPS. The full
GVPS algorithm is now formulated:-

D,,,, < 0.25
THEN the kth macroblock is classified as a n RMB.
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This function searches N , ( t ) for a better pattern sets. If one
is found, it returns the improved pattern set; otherwise it returns
the value ‘no‘. The algorithm for finding a k-Opt pattern set is:
BEGIN
t:=some initial starting pattern set in a;
while improve(t)#’no’ do
t:= improve(t);
return t;
END
Lin [I61 found empirically that a 3-Opt for the TravelingSalesman Problem (TSP) has a probability of = 0.05 of being
optimal, and hence for 100 random starts yields the optimum
with a probability of 0.99. Lin also importantly demonstrated that
a 3-Opt solution is much better than 2-Opt solution, however a 4Opt solution is not sufticiently superior to the 3-Opt solution to
justify the additional computational cost.

A’lgorithm C V P S Q y j
Parameter: 1 = Size of the optimalpattern set.
y = Pattern seleclion window parameter
Return:

R = The optimal pattern set.

Step I:
Step 2:

Q={P,,P2,...,P3z);
Calculate the frequency of each pattern in Q;

Step 3:

IF IQ1 = 1 THEN stop;

Step4:

ELSE sort R to

(?,.?>
,...,cl

) such that the
‘I
Freq(4 )tFreq(P,. )
for all

frequency

I

J+l

i IQI;
Step5:

Find the minimum value of p 2 L where

? Freq(P,, ) 2 Y ;

,=I

Step6

Q=Q-{Vj>p:P, f ;

g

14000
12000

Step 7

Go to Step 2;

L

10000

~
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Figure 3: The GVPS Algorithm.
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3. T H E OPTIMAL PATTERN SET
Since objects in a video sequence are both arbitrarily shaped and
their movements equally varied, a single prescribed set of
patterns is not suitable for all types of objects. In [14], the Fixed
8 pattern algorithm claimed that the first eight pattems are
always the most popular. Our observations however, show that
no one pattern set is suitable for all types of video. The pattern
codebook size may be an arbitrarily large number to capture all
types of objects. In order to find a suitable pattern from the
codebook set, a heuristic search is necessary. The searching
criteria adopted needs to be the minimum bit-rate and the
maximum image quality. Assuming a codebook size of a and the
optimum pattern set size of ;i,then “c,combinations need to be
searched. For a =32 and h =8 around I I million search spaces
need to be checked lo find the best pattern set which precludes
real time applications. So in order to find the optimum pattern set
from a relatively larger pattern codebook size is an NP hard
problem 1151.
When the search space is really large and there is no
suitable algorithm to find the optimum solution, k-change
neighborhood may be considered as a k-Opt solution 1151. The kchange neighborhood ( k t I ) for the pattern setfis defined by
N,(f)=(gIg~aandgisobtainedasfollows:
remove k patterns from f;then replace them with
ramdomly selected k patterns from set a that
are not in set f}
To find the k-Opt pattern set, define the function improve
( I ) , where t E a, as:-

improve ( t ) =

{

2000

o

Figure 4 The number of RMBs comparison for some standard
video sequences in different methods.
In our experiments, we considered 100 times random start
3-Opt pattern set. The RMBs selected by 3-Opt, GVPS (16,90)
where 6-128, and F k e d 8 algorithm are plotted in Figure 4. The
more RMBs selected, the greater the probability of reducing the
bit-rate. Figure 5 shows the RMB frequencies of corresponding
selected pattern set by GVPS and 3-Opt for the “Miss America”
video sequences. The experimental results show that the number
of RMBs selected by 3-Opt is more than that of GVPS, however
while this means a lower bit-rate, GVPS patterns are selected in
real time, which is not possible when using the k-Opt algorithm.
4. SIMULATION RESULTS

Each algorithm along with the H.263 standard have been tested
on a large number of standard and non-standard video sequences
of CIF and QCIF digital video formats [I31 with different
degrees of object and camera motion. For the purposes of this
paper, experimental results are presented using the first 100
frames of six standard video sequences. Full-search motion
estimation and the H.26X recommended variable length coding
are employed for obtaining the encoding results using the
proposed GVPS approach, as well as the Fixed 8, and 3-Opt
schemes. The bit-rate is calculated assuming a frame rate of
IOfps and half-pel accuracy is used throughout.

3slseNk(t)AND RMB(s)>RMBlt)
‘no’othenvise
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low bit-rate communication,” 1996.
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Figure 5 : RMBs of corresponding selected patterns by 3-Opt and
GVPS( 16,YO) algorithm for Miss America where 6=128.
Table I confirms that GVPS gives better results compared
to both the H.263 standard and Fixed 8 algorithm for low and
high hit rates. It gives almost identical results to the near-optimal
3-Opt algorithm in terms of both bit rate and (PSNR)
performance, while being much less computational intensive.
GVPS is therefore able to provide real time video transmission
with a near-optimal panem set selection, while requiring minimal
pre-processing to select the initial hest panern set.
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Table I: Relative bit-rate and PSNR fur six standard video sequences using 3-0pt, H.263 standard, Fixed 8, and the GVPS algorithm
3-Opt

14.263

CVPS()I= 16,y=90)

Fired 8

6 =64
6 =96
6= 128
Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR Bit-rate PSNR

Video sequences

Video ermat

MissAmerica

QClF (176x 144)

Csrphanr

QClF ( 1 7 6 x 144)

29.00

35.32

31.42

35.16

30.87

35.18

30.72

35.48

29.31

35.32

29.06

35.29

Foreman

QCIF ( I 7 6 x 144)

33.97

33.30

35.46

33.17

35.90

33.18

35.88

33.46

34.38

33.30

34.06

33.25

Salesman

CIF (352 x 288)

119.86

37.16

133.60

36.96

129.21

36.94

123.21

37.24

120.29

37.19

119.95

37.15

Tennis

CIF (352 x 240)

149.58

30.72

139.96

30.38

151.71

30.57

151.94

30.83

150.26

30.76

149.62

30.72

Claire

CIF (352 v 288)

30.95

43.36

35.08

43.07

32.29

43.13

32.05

43.41

31.34

43.40

31.20

43.39

(kbps)

(dB)

(kbps)

(dB)

(kbps)

(dB)

(kbps)

(dB)

(kbps)

(dB)

(kbps)

(dB)

12.12

42.92

13.94

42.36

13.40

42.51

12.77

43.00

12.21

42.92

12.15

42.90
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